


































including   agglomerative   clustering   and   neural   networks,  is  explored   for   the 
purpose of grouping semiconductor wafer defect map patterns. Challenges such as 
overlapping   pattern   separation,   wafer   rotation,   and   false   data   removal   are 
examined and solutions proposed. After grouping, wafer processing history is used 



























































most   successful  of   these  companies  –   its  designs  can  be   found  in  millions  of 
mobile devices worldwide, but it doesn't own a single plant of its own.
The reason for the gradual consolidation in manufacturing and emergence 






limited window  in  which  to  earn  a  return  on  that   investment.  At   the rate  of 
technological advances, a plant may become obsolete and uncompetitive in only 
eight to ten years [3]. 




















third  is   to use a chemical  etch to  remove only areas of   the film that  are  left 


























process   imperfections,   each   tool   may   deposit   a   handful   to   several  thousand 





example,   during   the   photo­lithography   process,   an   organic   photo­sensitive 
material called photo­resist is spun onto the wafer surface. After the material has 
served its purpose, it needs to be removed. This is usually done with a dual step 






mechanical   polish   (CMP)   tools,   which   are   used   to   improve   the   within­wafer 
















Fortunately,   tools  exist   to  help detect  defects  while   the wafer   is  still   in 
production. Equipment manufacturers such as KLA Tencor, Hitachi, and Applied 







Defect  point maps are obtained at  numerous steps throughout the  line. 
Each major  group  of   the   three  core   semiconductor  processes   can have  half  a 
dozen   or   more   associated   scan   steps.   Depending   on   the   tool's   underlying 
6
technology   and   the   sensitivity   settings   specified   by   the   scan's   parameter   set, 
obtaining a defect map can take as little as five minutes or as much as one to two 





Defect   maps   are   invaluable   for   semiconductor   yield   enhancement 















evolve visually  into something that is  not always recognizable.  For example, a 
deep scratch in the wafer may look like a solid line of defects if scanned directly 







wafer   is   sampled   and   scanned,   it   may   have   accumulated   several   distinct 
signatures   at   various   steps.   To   accurately   diagnose   its   various   issues,   these 
signatures  must   be   considered   separately,   even   though   they   overlap   spatially. 













more   chance   that   the   affected   wafers   could   have  all  run   on   that   tool   by 
coincidence.   If   the   run  percentage   is   low,   the   fact   that   the   suspect   tool   still 
produced all of the affected material makes it more suspicious. 
Thanks   to   their   speed,   simplicity,   and   overall   effectiveness,  wafer  map 
commonalities  are  one  the  most   important   tools  available   to  a  semiconductor 
yield  engineer.   In  practice,   finding  a  commonality   for  a   signature  is   far  more 
important than attempting to classify the signature as a certain type such as ring 
or   scratch.   This   is   because   it   allows   the   offending   tool   to   be   shut   down 



















map   review   and   wafer­level   statistical   trend   monitoring.  Because   of   its 
importance, human engineers review a portion of the maps in what time they can 
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dividing   the wafer   into concentric   rings  for  center,  middle,  and edge  regions. 
However, this is still relatively crude. In practice, total defect count for a wafer is 
by   far   the   most   commonly   used   metric.   Statistical   measures   serve   more   to 
highlight a problem once it has crossed a certain threshold than to give visibility 




running commonalities  is  also a manual process.  Engineers must  look through 
11
thousands of historical maps for a similar signature, create a list of material that 






Large   quantities   of   data   and   limited   resources   call   for   an   effective, 
automated solution for spatial signature grouping and commonalities. A tool that 
can  handle  scan data   from various  products,   tools,  and  steps,  group  together 
similar   spatial   signatures,  and  then   automatically   run   commonalities   on   the 
groups to find possible sources in the fab would be extremely valuable.









from   thousands   of   scans   a   day.  Once   imported,   data   preparation   involves 
compression  and  outlier  data removal.  Also at this stage each map is split into 




Secondary   information   such  as   defect   density   is  used   to  aid   separation.  This 
signature separation splits the original submaps into further submaps. 
Finally,   the  submaps  are   converted  into   binary   maps.   Instead   of 


















































two categories  ­  global and local. Signatures  that cover a  large portion of  the 
wafer surface, such as rings and spirals, are considered global. Signatures that 
only   affect   a   smaller   part   of   the  wafer   surface,   like   lines   and   scratches,   are 
considered local. The method first examines all global signatures from each wafer. 
The   map,   with   global   signatures   only,   is   divided   into   concentric   tracks   with 




given wafer passes this criteria,   the algorithm classifies  the wafer as having a 
circle signature.










interest,  classification can be very reliable.  Still,  the method  requires rules  for 
each signature type to be created in advance. These rules need to general enough 
to   cover   signature   variation   from   wafer­to­wafer,   but   specific   enough   to   still  
separate  unrelated  signatures.  Depending on  the number of   rule  sets  created, 
there   may   not   be   enough   distinct   signature   groups   to   allow   meaningful 
commonalities to be run.
16
A   second   paper,   “Automatic   Classification   of   Spatial   Signatures   on 
Semiconductor Wafermaps”  [7], describes the Spatial Signature Analysis (SSA) 
algorithm. SSA assumes that all  signatures fall   into one of  four main classes ­ 
global,  curvilinear, amorphous, and micro­structure. A defect map is converted 
into  an  image where  a  grayscale  value   is  applied  to  each pixel  based on  the 
number of defects in the chip it represents. A spatial clustering algorithm is then 
used to separate signatures. These signatures are placed into one of the four main 












clustering   is   used   as   a   preliminary,   fast  method   to   group   similar  wafers   and 
17
remove outliers. After k­means, agglomerative clustering is used on the reduced 












learn  new   signature  patterns  without   forgetting  or  overwriting  old  ones.  The 
vigilance test checks how different the current signature is from previously seen 








Approach   in   Semiconductor   Manufacturing”  [10],   presents   another   neural 
network   approach.   Here,   features   such   as   entropy,   energy,   contrast,   local 
homogeneity,  mass,  centroids,  and  geometric  moments  are extracted  from  the 
wafer map. Instead of using chip  values  as inputs to the neural network, these 











component   of   the   system   –   defect   data   preparation,   signature   separation, 









































requirements.  One solution  is   to  store  the  total  count  of  defects  for  each size 
range in a chip. This reduces the amount of data stored from thousands of points 
per wafer to a small multiple of the number of chips on the wafer, usually in the 

















































































count data  for  the  map, excluding zeros,  are  computed. Any spatial units with 
counts below the third quartile minus the first quartile  have their counts set to 
zero. No k multiplier is used in this case, although it could be adjusted if certain 





One of   the  challenges  when working  with  wafer  maps   is   that  multiple 























clusters   the   data   set   multiple   times,   each  time  with   a  increasing  number   of 
clusters.   It   stops  once   it   finds  the  number of   clusters  where a  chosen quality 
measure begins to level off, after which additional clusters do not help explain the 
data significantly better.






reason,  however.  The   algorithm  is  designed   for   traditional,   compact,   ball­like 
clusters  [13]. The moving mean eventually finds the centroid of these  clusters 
after a number of iterations. Signatures, however, often are irregular shapes with 
no   self­contained   mean.   This   can   cause   k­means   to   split   or   join   signatures 
incorrectly  on a  wafer.  For  example,   the  wafer  below with  a   large  edge  ring 
signature and a smaller center spot  signature is impossible to separate using k­
means.   The  algorithm  ends  up   cutting   both   signatures   in   half.   These   false 



















clearly using agglomerative clustering. Note, however,   that  the map resolution 
had to be reduced to 50x50 from 100x100 to attain a similar time of calculation.
Figure  8: Octave output  for an  implementation of agglomerative clustering.  The  left 




One   of   the   choices   that   needs   to   be   made   when   using   agglomerative 
clustering is what criteria to use when merging clusters. Two common methods 




CD C X ,CY = min
x∈cluster X
y∈cluster Y
PD  x , y




neighbors,   while   complete   linkage   clustering   better   preserves   the   common 
concept of a cluster as a tight, spherical group of data points in space. For this 



















cases  where signatures overlap on a single map.   In this  case,   the chain­based 






















PD x , y 
































illumination   level   to   angle   of   incidence   to   magnification.   Depending   on   the 
technology used in the tool, different sets of parameters are needed. For example, 



























































 yold− yoffset  yoffset
38
If   the  algorithm produces  a  non­integer  xnew  or  ynew,   the  new coordinates   are 
simply rounded to the nearest  integer  boundary. Although in image processing 


































The   values   of   the   weights   are   the   key   to   the   neural   network.   They 
determine how the neuron responds to different combinations of  input values. 

















































output   node.   The   threshold   function   used   is   the   logistic   function.   It   is   a   good 
approximation of the binary step function, and is differentiable, a key requirement.
42
A common multi­layer  perceptron classifier  has   three   layers  –  an  input 
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The hidden layer has neurons that each 
accept   weighted   sums   of   the   input   values   and   produce   output   based   on   a 
threshold function. The output layer accepts weighted sums of the hidden layer 
output values and determines the final  classifier outputs based on  a  threshold 







The   classes   themselves   represent   a   variety  of   real­world   signatures,   including 
scratches,   rings,   lines,  patches,  and   spokes.  As   mentioned   above,   wafer   map 





































wafer   map   signature   recognition.   Adding   more   layers   significantly   increases 
model complexity and training time.
The  number   of   nodes   in   the  hidden   layer  usually   falls   somewhere   in­
between the number of input and output nodes  [17]. If the number of neurons 
chosen is too small, the resultant model becomes too vague and may not classify 
effectively.   If   the  number  of  neurons   is   too   large,   the  model  may  overfit   the 
training   set  and not  handle  new data  well.  A   larger  number  of  neurons  also 










number  of   training  epochs,   the  accuracy  improved as   the  number  of  neurons 
increased,   because   the   model   became   increasingly   representative.   However, 
accuracy   leveled  off  at   slightly  above  90% with  20 nodes,  and  no additional 
benefit was realized as hidden node count increased further. 













Effect of Number of Hidden Nodes on Classifier Accuracy
IN = 2500; ON = 10; LR = 0.2; MT = 0.5; 100 epochs






















Hidden   node   count   also   affects   the   training   of   the   neural   network. 


























Effect of Hidden Node Count on Error






















Time   of   training   and   classification   was   an   important  consideration   in 























Total Time for 150 Training Epochs by Hidden Node Count
IN = 2500; ON = 10; LR = 0.2; MT = 0.5 / Intel Core 2 Duo, 2 GHz, 4 GB RAM













Training  of  a  multi­layer  perceptron   is   accomplished   through  a  process 
known   as   back­propagation.  Back­propagation   uses   the   technique  of   gradient 
descent to find the set of weights that produce the model's global minimum error. 
As with the single neuron case, training is an iterative process. Each epoch moves 
the  weights   closer   to   their  optimal   configuration.  However,   if   the  model   and 
learning parameters are not set up optimally, the back­propagation algorithm can 
have difficulty finding the global minimum, or even completely fail to converge.








to  0.4,  however,  converged  after  only  around  20  epochs.  Though not   shown, 


















Effect of Learning Rate on Error





























carry   the   algorithm   out   of   a   local   minimum  [18].  Some   variations   of   the 
algorithm include not only the previous weight update term, but also the term 
before that,   further preventing rapid changes. If  the algorithm gathers enough 
momentum in the direction of the global minimum, the convergence rate can also 
show noticeable improvement.  During experimentation for  this report,  using a 
high momentum multiplier of 0.9 resulted in a network that started with a higher 
initial   error  but   found  an  acceptable   error  of  0.1   in  approximately   six   fewer 
epochs than the case where the momentum multiplier was only 0.1. 















Effect of Momentum on Error
























showed  lower   initial   error  but  high  variation   in   error  as  each  new  map  was 






































































































chosen to reduce the magnitude of  the  weight swings  and help the algorithm 
avoid local minima that may develop as new maps are added to the training set.









Effect of Number of Training Epochs on Classifier Accuracy

























the average classification error  on  the  30  training  images was measured.  The 
results   showed   that   for   this   neural   network   configuration,  approximately   60 
epochs, or six per class, were sufficient to attain the maximum accuracy possible.













Effect of Class Images Trained Per Epoch on Training and Test Error




















earlier,   training   with   only   one   map   per   class   results  in  approximately   60% 



















Classifier Accuracy By Number of Prior Trained Maps for a Class
IN = 2500; ON = 10; LR = 0.2; MT = 0.5 / 100 Training Epochs Per Map
























with  a  maximum set  of  1,024  classes   should  be  done   to  determine   the   final 
minimum number of epochs necessary, but that quantity of signature data was not 
available for this report.













Effect of Total Trained Class Count on Error



































should result   in exactly  one or zero.  Instead of  using a more computationally 

















After  passing   all  maps   through   the  neural   network,   a   set   of   signature 



















STEP TOOL AFFECTED TOTAL COMMON PORTION TIMEGAP
MEM055909 CVD051 6 6 100.00% 26.00% 16
MEM072100 ETCH05 6 6 100.00% 78.00% 30
MEM140200 ETCH13 5 6 83.33% 21.00% 23
MEM162510 PHTO12 4 6 66.67% 36.00% 41
MEM065120 METL06 4 6 66.67% 89.00% 10
MEM040100 CVD011 3 6 50.00% 66.00% 14






















SELECT R.STEP, R.EQP, COUNT(M.WAFER_ID) AS MAP_COUNT
FROM MAP_SET M, RUN_HISTORY R
WHERE R.WAFER_ID = M.WAFER_ID 
AND M.SIGNATURE_ID = 0100101000
GROUP BY R.STEP, R.EQP




The   result   is  a   list   of  the   number   of   affected   maps   that   ran   on   each 
step/equipment   combination.  Step/equipment   pairs   that   have   the   same   map 
62





SELECT T1.STEP, T1.EQP, T1.UNIT_COUNT/T2.TOTAL_COUNT AS PORTION
FROM (SELECT STEP, EQP, COUNT(WAFER_ID) UNIT_COUNT
FROM RUN_HISTORY) T1
JOIN (SELECT STEP, COUNT(WAFER_ID) TOTAL_COUNT
FROM RUN_HISTORY) T2











































STEP TOOL AFFECTED TOTAL COMMON PORTION TIMEGAP
MEM055909 CVD051 6 6 100.00% 26.00% 16
MEM072100 ETCH05 6 6 100.00% 78.00% 30
MEM140200 ETCH13 5 6 83.33% 21.00% 23
STEP TOOL AFFECTED TOTAL COMMON PORTION TIMEGAP
MEM162510 PHTO12 4 6 66.67% 36.00% 41
MEM065120 METL06 4 6 66.67% 89.00% 10


















The  techniques  discussed  in   this  paper   for  defect  maps  could  easily  be 
applied to electrical bin maps. Instead of creating submaps by defect size, they 
would   be   created   by   separating   different   bins.   Defect   density   overlap 
modifications to the agglomerative clustering algorithm would not be necessary, 
since  different   overlapping   signatures  would   likely   fail   for   different  bins   and 
already be separated. Bin submaps would already be in binary format – pass or 
fail. The only problem would be that it would be impossible to create a general 










period,   the   algorithm   can  assume   that   they   were   from   the   same   issue   and 
automatically feed them back for training as the main class. This would allow the 
classifier   to   improve   its   robustness   to   signature  variation  without  any  human 
feedback.  If   the  borderline  maps  did  not   run  on  the  affected   tool  during   the 
suspect time period, the classifier can have more confidence that those maps  in 
fact  belong to  a  separate   issue.  This   sort  of   intelligent  auto­training could  be 
implemented in a future version of the wafer map analysis system.
8.4 Core Algorithm Improvements




given   a   full   map   as   an   input.   This   approach   creates   larger­than­necessary 







Semiconductor   fabs   are   some   of   the   most   expensive   manufacturing 
facilities in the world. Maximizing wafer yield is one of the best ways to recoup 
the   investment  made   in   the   facility  and   its  equipment.   Fabs  produce  massive 
amounts  of  data that  can  help  improve yield,  including defect scan maps,  yet 




defect  map   signature   classification.  These  algorithms  were   adapted   to   fit   the 
unique characteristics of defect data, and the results  overall  were promising. In 
particular, the modified agglomerative clustering method showed good ability to 
separate signatures,  even overlapping ones,  and the  large neural  network was 
able   to  attain  over  90% accuracy  with  only  a  handful  of   training  maps.  The 
addition of  an automatic   commonality  component  only   serves  to   increase   the 
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